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Upstairs, in the semi-darkened rooms of Saffron Walden Museum, there
lies a remarkable collection of cultural artefacts from all around the world,
many of them gathered at the height of Victorian collection fever.
Together they now form so important a collection that the Museum has
become the ethnography centre for the whole of Essex. The background of
how the objects came to be here, who donated them and where they
originated (i.e. their provenance), is recorded in the old Museum
Accession Register.
Sadly, for many of the objects donated in the 19th century, the
provenance is lost, all the more remarkable therefore that this object is
well-recorded in the register. This is a beaded awl-case of the Piegan, a
tribe of Blackfoot Indians from the plains of Montana. Made of leather and
beads, it consists of a long, thin, tapering tube with two tassels,
embedded with a geometric design of bands and triangles, made of white,
blue, pink, green, red and yellow beads. This would have held a metal
awl, used by Piegan women for cloth work and a valued tool, hence its
having a special case.

Dated before 1893, the awl-case was made by Pok-ar-ke (meaning ‘small
woman’), one of the three wives of Stomik-aits-i-Kin (meaning Bullshoe),
one of the Piegan’s leading chiefs and one of the last to hunt buffalo in
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1883. This impeccable provenance was supplied by the donor of the
artefact, Fanny Harber (nee Hart) who also noted:
Unfortunately this kind of employment is being lost with the old ‘Red Men’: the
younger members of the tribes are sent to Mission schools, here they are taught
useful trades, and are dressed like white men.

Fanny Harber, grand-daughter of Henry Hart the Walden printer, was thus
witnessing the end of the old Native American culture, largely brought
about by the invasion of white settlers. However, without her intervention,
the artefact would probably now be lost – the poor Indians were selling off
such items at the time.
In 1893, Fanny sent the awl-case back to Saffron Walden, to Joseph
Clarke, of The Roos near Saffron Walden, farmer and one of the leading
members of the Museum, where it remains today, on permanent display in
the ethnography (world cultures) gallery.
In 2006 a descendant of the object donor, Marcia Abcarian from
California, spent ten days in Walden and was able to hold the rare object
donated by her great-aunt who had emigrated to USA over a century
before.
Notes
Acknowledgements to descendants of Fanny Hart Harber and others in USA.
Further information on Blackfoots: http://www.axel-jacob.de/indian.html
The awl case is catalogued No 74 SAFWM: 1893.25. Its provenance is given in Museum book No 31,
p.396 with a sketch by G.N. Maynard p.91.
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